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“If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together”

Therap Tips!

African proverb

Person Centered Planning & Thinking

THERAP TRAINING RESOURCES
Follow this link: http://support.therapservices.net/
display/training/Training to be taken to the Therap
Training Resources Page.

Hospital Passport
There are often challenges that our individuals are faced with if they must be admitted to a hospital or a rehabilitation center for care. It may not be possible to ensure that there is
someone, including family members, friends and / or employees to be present at all times in order
to ensure that the proper supports are in place at all times. There have been instances when an
individual has been admitted to a specialized hospital that is located in a different part of the
state, which could impact the availability of visitation from family, friends and employees. We
have also experienced the facilities that do not permit anyone, including family, inside during the
treatment course. If communication challenges are present, there will be a concern that the
medical staff will not know how to communicate using best methods designed in order to match
the needs of the individual. The reality is that the medical staff are strangers to our individuals
and as advocates we must set up everyone for success by providing the staff with person centered
tools.

Whether you are a DSP, Nurse, part of a Management
Team Member, Director or Executive, please go to the link
above where you can use various exciting tools provided to
teach you more about Therap. On the Therap Training
Resource Page you will find:

A List of Therap Terminology: This will help you
know the popular terminologies used in Therap
applications.



Automated Training: This animated tutorial will
give you video demonstration on using popular
Therap applications.



Live Webinars: Therap provides Webinars or more
commonly, web conferencing to hold group
meetings or live presentations over the Internet.
Webinars may include slide presentations as well
as demonstrations of Therap's various applications,
accompanied by voice communication through the
conventional PSTN lines.



Recorded Webinars: This lets you watch previously
recorded webinars.



Help & Support: A comprehensive all in one hub for
learning Therap applications.



User Guides: The User Guide has detailed instructions on the common Therap applications.

The RED section, aside from important health info (i.e. meds, seizures) also has all
the contact information for a key person who knows the individual best. This is such a great idea
as the medical staff will know they can reach out 24/7 if they have questions to better support the
individual. This section also lists the techniques that work best when using medical interventions
such as taking blood, vital signs or giving injections. AMBER outlines all the things that are really
important to the person that will help in supporting them properly during their stay. The medical
staff will find specifics on how to provide the best support in areas on HOW TO: communicate;
assist with meals/drinking; provide personal care; mobility aides; the best way to give medications; recognizing if the person is bored, upset, lonely, worried, experiencing pain; sleeping patterns; personal care needs; if they wear eye glasses for distance; and who will be visiting them.
GREEN is the section specifically where the person lists what upsets them or makes them happy;
their list likes & dislikes; how the person prefers to be spoken to and any other special needs.



Quick Guides: These guides show you how to use
the new features and make the most out of our
applications. All our Quick Guides come with
detailed step by step procedures, along with
screenshots and helpful notes to make learning
Therap easy and fast.



Walkabouts: Learn and test your knowledge on
Therap applications using the different animated
walkthroughs.



FAQs: A large database of Frequently Asked
Questions can help come across many popular
topics on efficient and better use of Therap
applications.

Everyone should have their own Hospital Passport and keep on hand in the event
that is needed. When creating the document, together really think and process each question.
The passport is literally a teaching guide, and in the event that an advocate is absent or the person is unable to communicate, the passport needs to have thoughtful clear statements that will
allow for the best possible supports and help that will allow the person to feel safe. Email Quality
for a copy of the Hospital Passport word document.



Training Games: Test your skills in many of
innovative games. Explore outer space while
learning Therap in the 3D Game, compete with
friends and co-workers in E-Quizzes or set up a
contest in your agency by printing out the Scavenger Hunt questions.

PCT in Central Lancashire provides an outstanding idea, essentially a condensed
version of a One Page Profile that they call the Hospital Passport. This PCT tool is described as “a
set of key information about how a person prefers to be supported” during a hospital or rehabilitation visit.
Comprised in a simple format, the Hospital Passport includes an easy to read, brief
cover page - literally listing two to three bullet points – specifically addressed to the medical staff,
simply stating that the document is to be kept with the nursing notes and is a ‘must read’ as it
provides key information on how to communicate and support the person. Followed are three
short (1 page) sections which include RED (Critical Information), AMBER (Things that are important to the individual) and GREEN (Likes and Dislikes).

If you have a Therap tip email us @:
lisai@thearcosomerset.org
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